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shrIhanumannamaskAraH

హ మన మ రః

.. Obeisance to Shri Hanuman ..

Translation by A. Narayanaswami

ష -కృత- శం మశ -కృత- స ।
యణ-మ -రత ం వ ఽ త జ ॥ ౧॥

I make obeisance to the son of Vayu (the Wind God),

who tamed the vast ocean into a hoof-print (in

the mud), turned the demons into mosquitoes, and is

the gem in the great garland that the Ramayana is. 1.

అఞ -నననం- రం న - క- శన ।
క శమ -హ రం వ ల -భయఙ ర ॥౨॥

I make obeisance to the hero who gladdened

Anjana (his mother), the destroyer of Sita’s sorrow,

the lord of the monkeys, the slayer of (Ravana’s son)

AkSha, and a terror to (the inhabitants of) Lanka. 2.

మ - కర -మన- నస-మనర ।
కవయనం మ- హ మన స ॥ ౩॥

I worship Hanuman whose intellect, like the

Mandara mountain (which was used to churn the ocean

of milk for nectar) acted as the churning rod for the

great ocean of the science of grammar,

and who keeps praising the fame of Rama. 3.

ఉలఙ ః స లం స లం
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యః క-వ ం జన త ః ।
ఆ య ౖ వ ద హ ల ం

న తం ఞ ఞ య ॥ ౪॥
I bow with folded hands to Anjaneya who, having

crossed the water of the ocean as if in play, took away

the fire of grief consuming Sita and with that fire

itself burnt down Lanka. 4.

మ జవం త- ల - గం
యం మ ం వ ష ।

త జం నర- థ- ఖ ం
మ- తం ర న ॥ ౫॥

I bow with bent head to him who is quick of mind,

fast as the wind, the conqueror of the sense organs, the

best among the wise, the son of Vayu, chief of the

monkey hordes, and the messenger of Shri Rama. 5.

ఆఞ యమ ట ననం
ఞ -కమ య- గహ ।

త-త - ల- నం
వ పవ న-ననన ॥౬॥

I meditate on the beloved son of Vayu, Anjaneya,

with bright-red countenance and body attractive as a

golden mountain, who lives under the Parijata tree. 6.

యత యత ర థ- రనం
తత తత కృత-మస ఞ ।

ష - -ప ర- చనం
ర మత నక ॥ ౭॥

Bow to Hanuman, the slayer of the demons, who is

present with folded hands raised to his head, his eyes

brimming with tears of joy, whenever the name of

Shri Rama is uttered with devotion. 7.
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